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ANGEL HOSTS

Great Angel Hosts, reveal to man
Thy True Reality,
And Angel Devas Shining Bright,
Compel mankind to see
The Great Perfection meant for all,
That all must now become!
Archangels call the Cherubim
And Seraphim from the Sun!

Great Legions of God's Angel Hosts forever sing—
Life's Song from the Central Sun!
Love's Great Perfection evermore!
"I AM"—Light's Victory won!
"I AM"! the Light of Life to all!
"I AM"! all Freedom's VOW!
"I AM"! the Sacred Song of Life!
"I AM"! Thy Presence NOW!

REFRAIN
Angels Beloved! come step thru—
Guard all the Children of the Light!
"I AM"! Thy Heart's Almighty Power!
"I AM"! Thy Protection and Might!
"I AM"! Thy Healing! ALL LIGHT release!
"I AM"! Thy Love and ALL GOD'S Peace!
"I AM"! Thy Presence in every call!
"I AM"! Thy Legions—conquering all!

—Chanera
Dear blessed ones of the Light, how We all love you, and how We want to do and accomplish even more than We had planned in the City of Washington.

Only yesterday, I was here in the tangible body in your city! You want Us to come in the tangible body to you! We cannot do it, as long as inharmony of any kind continues in your feeling! It is so easy to be governed! I cannot blame your papa for spanking a little bit this morning, but it is with a paddle of Light always.

So dear ones, We have prepared very wonderful Powers, Currents of Energy, Light Rays to do all that needs to be done at this time. You cannot imagine from the invisible and the visible standpoint what is going on in your midst. How those subtle destructive forces constantly watch to find an opportunity to intrude themselves! Once individuals realize that every feeling of discord within their feeling world opens them up to this destructive force, with which the earth is charged at this time, I am sure not one human being would allow, for one moment, a discordant feeling to hold dominion within his or her feeling world, no matter what the provocation. It is dangerous, dear ones, in the extreme.
Don’t blame persons, places or conditions for a thing, but take command of your own feeling world; and as you call that Power of your Presence forth, hold and maintain Complete Perfect Harmony within your feeling, you will find a new world open to you that moment; and you will wonder how in the world, you could have allowed your attention to be held upon the things that were depriving you, which any discord does, of all the Happiness, Blessings and the Perfection of the Light that is called forth.

Please remember that your Power of Qualification in you, so far as your world is concerned, is the All-powerful paramount thing. You cannot prevent your Power of Qualification acting, except you understand that whatever discord is in your feeling, must clothe this energy. Now remember, you are calling forth great Streams of Energy from your Presence. It is Pure Perfect Energy, until It touches your human form, then it is compelled to be clothed with the quality which is in your feeling. If it be discordant, it carries that discord into your world repelling everything good that wants to reach you.

This is the Law, the exact Law of Life! You cannot afford to do it! I mean, even if it were not for these Great Streams of Energy which are called forth now to render this service for your city and America, you cannot afford to hold those qualities of energy about you, which keep opening you to the destructive forces that exist in the atmosphere of earth. You cannot get away from it, until your Ascension! You have to move in it, because it is your own creation!

Now just for a moment come with Me and see what is going on. All the students throughout America are calling for its protection; the correction of conditions in the government, in the industries and in all the activities of mankind for that matter; and yet among our
very beloved students, almost constant disagreement—opinions are passed upon each other, which is discord! Do you not see, beloved ones, the world’s eyes are upon you as students of the “I AM”? Then, don’t you see, if the outer world sees one back-biting each other, is it any wonder if sometimes they think: “Well if that is an ‘I AM’ Student, then I don’t want to be like that”? You see there are many in the world, today, whose harmony within is naturally very great. People of that type, when they come in contact with people and hear one speaking unkindly about another, think: “Well if this Instruction of the ‘Mighty I AM Presence,’ does not bring Peace and Harmony, then why would I want to seek it?”

You see, I am drawing the example before you, of how you appear to the outside world. If you allow discord to reign and unkind speech go forth from your feeling, then the people observe that, because you have no idea how you are being watched; everyone of you who says to the world: “‘I AM’ and ‘I AM’ Students,” is being watched; because this “I AM” Activity has become known the world over now; and it means your guard must be strong about yourself, so you manifest only that which the world would want to be like. THE ASCENDED MASTER WHO IS PERFECTION, IS YOUR EXAMPLE!

Therefore, if you will do this, then you will find your groups flooded with people; you cannot find places large enough to accommodate them! I have observed quite recently the conditions about the various cities and where the individuals, the Group Leaders pour out Love and Blessings regardless of what some of the students do, it is only a comparatively short time, until Harmony reigns in that Group. It is the most wonderful thing to observe the people who do that.
Remember, precious ones, you are so prone to believe it is only what is apparent out here that is important; but I say to you it is your feeling which is most important. There is nothing in the Universe so important! You may smile at some one, but if your feeling is stabbing that one in the back, don’t you think they feel it? People these days whether they have ever heard of This Work or not, are very sensitive, and THEY FEEL THE DISCORD JUST AS QUICKLY AS YOU DO! Therefore, if there is not Harmony and Blessing pouring forth from the Group Leaders, the students and all concerned, others do not want to come into This Light. People think, if those people are Students of the “I AM” and it produces that kind of result, “Well I would not want to be like that.” Therefore, don’t you see how not only for your own sake, but because of the magnet which you become to the Powers of Light, Harmony is the important thing!

How can you be a Pillar of Light with discord in its midst? You cannot, and do not deceive yourselves! You cannot be an “I AM” Student and have discord in your feelings toward your fellow-beings! Oh, each one has his or her own world and is alone responsible for it! Therefore, no one else is responsible for anyone’s world, unless one pours out discord in his own feeling to another. Then, if that one to whom such a one is pouring discord should fail, then the one who added to that discord, will be responsible for that one’s failure. Don’t forget it!

Remember, there is One Substance, One Energy, One Power, One Intelligence of which you are all a part! Now notice, suppose above this room there were a Great Pillar of Light; and in that were Streams or Currents of Energy, like your own coming from your Presence, pouring forth from the central location in the room, each one having Its own Ray of Light from
that Central Focus. That gives you an idea how you are all a part of this one Great Substance, Energy and Light activity; but you here in your human form have the Power of free will, your Power of choice, as to how you qualify this Energy released into your world; I mean into your activity. Therefore, do you not see that you are wholly responsible for how this Energy acts which goes forth from your body?

Now, if the Energy goes forth in a Light Ray from your Presence, It can produce only Perfection, but remember, you are the Decree for your world! You are the one who is calling this Energy to come forth for you; and It has to go thru you to do Its work in your world. Never lose that understanding. You can call wondrous Assistance to come forth and also the Light projected from your Presence at the direction of your Higher Mental Body; but whatever takes place in your world has to come thru your body; because that is your focus here for it. That is a wholly different thing, wholly different from the Great Universal Light around you.

What the Ascended Master does for you, He does today thru your Higher Mental Body; He would not do it direct. Therefore, let Us hold this now so clear in your minds today, that you see wherein your responsibility rests; and how you are not concerned about one single thing, except the perfecting of yourselves and your world and calling forth Love and Blessings to everyone else!

Now, if you will follow this request, beloved ones, I can do for you between now and the time the class starts that which will give you Freedom; and prepare you, so you will go forth from this coming class Free Beings; and there will never be another desire in your world to speak an unkind word to a human being from any provocation whatever; that is positively cer-
tain! I am using this opportunity this morning to re-
mind you of these things; so you can all take command
NOW and stop every discordant thing in the remainder
of the days in preparation for the class; for We cannot
and will not release the Energy We have prepared, un-
less this is done. It would be unwise, very unwise to
do it, much as We long to do This Work! Must I wait
still longer? After two hundred years, We have come
up to this wondrous point where We are almost ready
to step thru into this Freedom for America.
You love America, but can you understand how I
love America? I must have loved America to have
stood for two hundred years with no perceptible change
in the outer world; after working for more than four
centuries trying to harmonize Europe! Today, one by
one there is being destroyed the outer documents that
I brought forth to Harmonize and protect Europe.
Then, they must reap the consequences.

How strange that mankind will continue to yield to
destructive qualities, when they have the evidence be-
fore them of what the opposite can do. I am so grateful
that the Great Cosmic Light has at this time come to a
point where human destructive qualities can in certain
instances be returned upon their creators; for it is the
only hope today, to stop destructive forces acting thru
individuals; many times to shatter those human forms.

As many of you know, I was compelled to do that
recently, because five times I intercepted the messenger
carrying the word to bring destruction to America and
the fifth time I said: “If you don’t stop, I will return
upon you your own destruction,” and I was compelled
to do it! Then I went to the one who had sent this
messenger and told him! I explained that heretofore
the Ascended Masters had no Authority nor Power to
stop these destructive forces, except by what Power of
Light they exerted. Today, those who serve vicious
forces and will not listen to the Law, will be compelled
to be destroyed!

Does that sound very strange for an Ascended Being
to say? Now get this point clear! We have not one
destructive thought or feeling, neither do We wield
one single destructive force; but We do draw a Wall
of Light about individuals as in the case of which I just
spoke to you; and the destruction sent out from that
individual is that one’s own destruction. Now, please
hold this clearly in your minds and convey it clearly
to your people everywhere you find them; because this
must be understood in our America. We have always
stated We never use a destructive force and We do not;
but when individuals are determined to yield to de­
structive forces, the Greatest Blessing in the whole
creation for that individual, is to be taken out of the
body where that one can generate no more discord or
make records that might take them centuries to undo.

Therefore, the Great Cosmic Light is showing a
mercy never known on the earth before; but surely
everyone understands these days that there is no death!
You cannot die! These bodies of flesh you are wearing,
are just garments that you wear temporarily; or they
could be made permanent by Purification and the As­
cension. You alone are responsible for what acts thru
your human form, and no other person in the Universe
can make you do something you don’t want to do or
be responsible for what you do! Everyone is responsi­
bile to his or her own Presence of Light!

Let Me call your attention to another thing, beloved
ones, you cannot govern another! You cannot in the
outer know what is the cause and effect of the disturb­
ance in other individuals! Therefore, please do not
judge one another! You do not know that oftentimes in
the attempt to judge another, you draw on to yourself
the very identical condition and qualities which you
are judging.
So do not let those qualities act in you! Pour out Love and Blessing to all, then you will be sure that your world is giving obedience; and into you and your world will pour the Purity and Perfection of your Presence, filling your world with happiness and every good thing! That is what the hearts of all mankind are craving today as never before in the world! Therefore, beloved ones, remember you are the Decreeer for your world and what is going to act there. I cannot compel you; no one can, but you in your call to your Presence can maintain such Love and Out-pouring of Blessing from your feeling world, that everyone who touches your Radiance will feel—Oh what is it that makes me feel so peaceful, so harmonious? Then, as they turn and watch you, by that full Out-pouring will the Light shine thru your face; until when they look upon your face, they will see the Radiance there and then they will want to be like It.

Oh, how wonderful, how Real are these Activities of mankind which so many have forgotten entirely!

Beloved ones, it is such a joy to have this opportunity to talk to you and pour forth My Assistance into your feeling world. It is Ascended Master Self-luminous Intelligent Substance to help you, to strengthen you to be so loving, kindly and harmonious and pour forth Our Radiance. From the heart will that Great Radiance pour forth, Oh with such Power—that all the world will want to be like you and will point you out among mankind and say: "There goes a Real 'I AM' Student! There is one who has come to know the 'Mighty I AM Presence' and abides within It and has Its Beauty, Perfection and Limitless Supply of every good thing, including the Happiness which every heart craves. I want to be like the 'I AM' Students! I want to be Free too." Then, the whole world will so quickly take up that feeling because remember, again I repeat to you, in the Mighty Decrees which have gone forth thruout America, you
have no idea, precious ones, how far-reaching and powerful they are acting in the mental and feeling world of mankind. They are doing a Work unparalleled in the history of the earth; and are touching the feelings of mankind by the hundreds of thousands who have not even yet heard of This "I AM" Activity! Those Decrees are causing them to awaken and feel that there is something in Life which they have missed! Then, as from one avenue or another they come to hear of this, immediately that attunement will strike; and they will begin to reach out for the Blessing which their Presence alone can give to them.

Beloved ones, Oh My Gratitude is so great to you for your Love to the Messengers and to Us. It makes everything possible, and if you would only go a step further and keep such Harmony, Love and Out-Pouring of Blessings from your feelings, then We can do almost anything for you. Who shall say, who shall say, what We shall do for you?

Remember the Example before you in the ten Ascensions from the earth in one day, is the Example brought forth to the world of what can be done for mankind!

May I suggest, please dear ones, do not seek things, but seek the Presence, and Its Powers will act thru you to produce all the things that you require for use. Then, will come the Glory and Harmony with it which only brings Perfection! Your Presence is the only producer of things that you require for use; and as you live in your Presence enough, your Presence will produce thru outer activity, these things. Then, never will there be any discordant reaction! Never can there be loss of any kind, for you see what your Presence gives you, can never be taken away.

That is why there has been the subterfuge which has in the past held its sway in mankind in the form of deception, and especially in the business world. Men
felt they had to work some cunning scheme, in order to get some money away from another. That time is passed never to be revived! Individuals will want their brothers to have what they have or as much. Then, as each one calls forth Love and Blessing to each other, will all be provided with an abundance of everything they require for use. Then, they will not want to accumulate a lot of things which take energy and time to take care of; but they just know the Presence always provides the things they require and they cannot be absent. Then mankind will live in True Happiness! Once again, mankind will come into their own homes, when this exorbitant taxation has vanished!

Before the fall of every civilization, there has always come exorbitant taxation, unreasonable taxation to the people. Let us by the Powers of Light, call forth such a Release from the Presence of all Life, that this time It can be governed by the Powers of Light which makes It forever permanent; and with the Sword of Blue Flame, the Power of Light, may the Soldiers of Light wield this Power of Freedom for mankind; so no more records be made by mankind which must be undone, dissolved or consumed; but let the Fulness of Light and Its Infinite Power hold Its Dominion in you, America and the world! I thank you!

· GEMS OF LIGHT ·

SAINT GERMAIN

I tell you dear ones, in the fulness of all your Freedom means, remember your attention to your "Mighty I AM Presence," your assurance of Our Reality and your dynamic application, is the Trinity of Action!
3 PREAMBLES

"MIGHTY I AM PRESENCE," HIGHER MENTAL BODIES OF ALL MANKIND, ALL GREAT BEINGS, POWERS AND LEGIONS OF LIGHT!

GREAT HOST OF ASCENDED MASTERS, MIGHTY LEGIONS OF LIGHT, GREAT ANGELIC HOST, GREAT COSMIC BEINGS AND GREAT COSMIC LIGHT!

POWERS OF LIGHT FROM THE GREAT CENTRAL SUN, LORDS OF THE BLUE FLAME, ANGELIC HOST AND LEGIONS OF LIGHT!

(Decree)

(Use the following pattern for the following Decrees:—)

Oh, "Mighty I AM"! (3)

By God’s Command! (3)

We insist and demand! (3)

God! Take and hold Thy Eternal Command! (3)

In God’s Own Heart we stand! (3)

Compel our Light’s Victory to forever hold command! (3)

Compel Saint Germain’s Freedom to forever hold command! (3)

And, compel It to expand, expand and forever expand!

’Till It fills every land!

And holds Eternal Command!

Fulfilling God’s Plan!

By God’s Cosmic Hand!

For, in the Heart of the Seven-fold Flame of the Seven Mighty Elohim forever we stand—in Full Command—and hold Your Hands—unto all Eternity!

For, God the "Mighty I AM Presence" in us is our Certain Victory, now made manifest, by the Light of God in us that never, never, never fails!

Remind ourselves constantly and often:— that, “I AM” is the full Activity of God!
“I AM” is the Most Divine Activity in the Universe!
“I AM” is the Most Powerful WORD in the vocabulary of man!
“I AM” is the Most Honorable NAME in the Universe.
Please use the above four lines at the opening of every Group.

* * * *

BELOVED CYCLOPEA

Seal all under This Radiation in Your Luminous Presence, and COMPEL! (3) all of Your Authority, Secrets and Power from the GREAT GREAT SILENCE to rule in thru and around us all—today and forever!

Oh, “Mighty I AM”!

e tc.

* * * *


COMPEL! (3) All of Your Power Force and Action,
Of the Victory, Freedom and Protection
Of the Unfed Flame of a Thousand Suns,
to rule in thru and around all under This Radiation, today and forever!

Oh, "Mighty I AM"!

etc.

(including "Compel Saint Germain’s Freedom to forever hold command!"

"Compel Victory’s Victory to forever hold command," use
Compel Lord Maitreya’s Divine Love to forever hold command!
Compel Sanat Kumara’s Cross of White Fire and Star of Gold to forever hold command!
Compel God’s Justice to forever hold command!
Compel God’s Justice to rule throughout Our Land. Goddess of Justice take and hold Thy Eternal Command! and compel it to expand, expand and forever expand, etc.

* * * *
DISCORD AND GRIEF IN HOMES
ARCHANGEL MICHAEL, LORDS OF THE BLUE FLAME, ANGELIC HOST, LEGIONS OF LIGHT, AND ALL WHO GOVERN THE ACTIVITY OF THE BLUE LIGHTNING OF A THOUSAND SUNS:—
OUR BELOVED ASCENDED MASTER SAINT GERMAIN, THE GODDESS OF PURITY, GODDESS OF JUSTICE, GODDESS OF LIGHT, DADDY, JESUS, NADA, THE DIVINE DIRECTOR, MIGHTY COSMOS, MIGHTY MAHACHOHAN, OROMASIS AND DIANA, BELOVED LANTO, MIGHTY CYCLOPEA, MIGHTY SILENT WATCHER, ANGEL DEVA FROM THE JADE TEMPLE, ANGELS, ANGEL DEVAS AND ARCH-ANGELS, CHERUBIM AND SERAPHIM:—
ANNIHILATE! (3) All discord and grief in the homes of our people and its cause, effect, record and memory—today and forever!
Oh, "Mighty I AM"!

etc.

(include Compel Saint Germain's Freedom to forever hold command!
Compel Fun Way's Happiness to forever hold command!
and compel it to expand, etc.

* * * *

Viciousness in Hollywood:
Drive and bind all viciousness in Hollywood against the "I AM" Activity, back into the brains and bodies of its creators and claws, and ANNIHILATE! (3) it all—cause, effect, record and memory—from the Universe—today and forever!
Oh, "Mighty I AM"!

etc.

* * * *
SANAT KUMARA! SANAT KUMARA! SANAT KUMARA—Blaze thru us Thy Light!
—Clothe us with Thy Might!
—Rule thru us each day!
—Forever hold sway!

* * * *

Dissolve and Consume all that injures or destroys the plant life of Our Land, today and forever—
Oh, “Mighty I AM”!
etc.

* * * *

DEEP! DEEP! DEEP! in the Light—
—I come, O God to Thee!
—I am at last all free!
—I see God’s Own Great Heart!
—I live and ne’er shall part!
—I dwell in God’s Own Peace!
—All but God’s Love must cease!
—Is all God’s Purity!
—Perfection now I see!
—Life’s Own Great Song I hear!
—My Presence’ Voice so clear!
—Forever I abide!
—My Loved ones stand beside!
—Is Beauty none can tell!
—I know that all is well!
—I live and love like God!
—No more shall mankind plod!
—Great Hosts of Angels sing!
—Light’s Children now I bring!
—Is Majesty and Power!
—Is Mastery every hour!
—God’s Music ever sounds!
—God’s Great Command resounds!
—I call to all—come see!
—“I AM”—so may ye be!
—I now hold God's Own Hands!
—The Unfed Flame still stands!

* * * *

MUSIC OF THE SPHERES

Dissolve and consume everything in the beings and worlds of all under this Radiation that is not from the MUSIC OF THE SPHERES, and sing in, thru and around us all Thy Song of Perfection—today and forever!

Oh, "Mighty I AM"!

etc.

(as given Sunday night:—)

GODDESS OF MUSIC, CELESTIAL CHOIR, ANGELIC HOST, BELOVED FUN WAY, AND LEGIONS OF LIGHT:—

Seal all under This Radiation in Your Luminous Presence, and COMPEL! (3) all of Your MUSIC OF THE SPHERES, and YOUR JOY, to rule in thru and around us all—today and forever!

Oh, "Mighty I AM"!

* * * *
SAINT GERMAIN

This Light is Supreme wherever It moves and to the degree that people can feel this, will they feel very quickly the dissolving process of this Great Activity. In this release of the Cosmic Light today is also a part of the answering Power to your calls for your own Temples of Light, for your own school buildings. Will you qualify that in your own individual application?

SAINT GERMAIN

In a positive attitude, it is magnificent how you carry a conviction to the people, because no one can carry any conviction in a wee wee voice. I mean your voice must be firm! People then know that you understand what you are talking about, and I tell you that is so important. Of course, there are some natures that feel frail and their voices are not strong as you think, but let them get a little angry and their voices are good and strong. So after all, it is a matter of how much willingness, how much enthusiasm and how much determination is there!

SAINT GERMAIN

Believe Me dear ones, you will get but a short way in the Great Stream of Life, without almost a fierce determination to have the Perfection which is there. You are surrounded by a world of human creation, and my dear ones, unless you burn a hole in the storm-clouds of human creation, by the use of the Violet Consuming Flame, in which you can live, you are bound to be affected by it. Your use of the Violet Consuming Flame burns a hole in the storm-cloud of human creation; and then you move in clearness and Freedom in a world of the Perfection of Light.
It is our great privilege to announce the release of a new song—“GODFRE OUR LOVED ONE, ASCENDED,” by the Messenger, Lotus Ray King.

This new song is a tribute of Love and Adoration to our Beloved Messenger, Mr. Guy W. Ballard, and is an Out-pouring of our heart’s gratitude to Him, for the Blessings He is constantly releasing to all under this Radiation, from the Ascended Masters’ Octave of Light.

This song is dedicated in Eternal Love and Blessing to the “Mighty I AM Presence,” and our Beloved Mes-
senger. May all who sing, play or hear the lyrics and music or contemplate His Picture, feel His Enfolding Love pour back to them, bringing them Eternal Freedom in the “Light of God that never fails.”

This song, both lyrics and music, is the answer to an intense call for some way in which to express the deep Love and Gratitude of the “I AM” Student Body to our Beloved Messenger for all He has done for them; and for being the Open Door to bring to them the Understanding of the Law of Life, which will lead them into their Ascension.

The Cover design is an actual photograph hand colored by May DeCamara to whom we are deeply grateful and extend to her our Love and Blessings.

May this song be sung by everyone who seeks Freedom from the distress of the outer world; and thru It receive their Freedom and release.

No greater privilege could be given one than to be the channel thru whom this song could come; and our hearts sing with gratitude and praise for this opportunity and Blessing.

LOTUS RAY KING
DONALD RAY KING

GEM OF LIGHT

SAINT GERMAIN

One point, I want you to see. Take one within this room who has complete confidence in his or her own application, one who has received many instantaneous answers to his or her calls, which of course gives confidence; yet that confidence does not come wholly from the successful application. All confidence, my dear people, comes from the Light within yourselves! All courage comes from the Light within yourselves! All strength and power and energy comes from the Light within yourselves.

Property of Saint Germain Press, Inc.
It is our great privilege and joy to announce the release of a folder of three new songs by the Messenger, Lotus Ray King.

They are:

Great Hercules—Thou Elohim
Mary, the Mother of Jesus
Archangel Michael

It is our great privilege and joy to dedicate the songs in this folder to our Beloved Hercules, Mary the Mother of Jesus and the Archangel Michael.

May the Love and Blessings of our hearts, those of all mankind and all Beings and Powers of Light and Love, enfold them for all Eternity, in all the Glory of the Great Central Sun, for all they mean and are to the world and humanity!

We dedicate these songs in Eternal Love and Gratitude to the "Mighty I AM Presence" and these Blessed Ascended Masters with the intense call that we be made and kept worthy of the Light and Love They have given us all in this "I AM" Activity; and for the privilege of carrying and protecting that Light, until all mankind are ascended and Free!

May there go forth thru these songs such Love, Gratitude and Adoration to these Beloved Ascended Beings for all they mean to mankind, that every human being on earth may be privileged to see them face to face in Their Visible Tangible Ascended Master Bodies and know Them as we do!

May all who sing, play or hear these songs feel the Mighty Reality of these Great Beings, Their Enfolding Presence and Love pouring out constantly and bringing Eternal Freedom in the "Light of God that never fails."

These songs, both music and lyrics are a direct answer to our intense call, that thru music, we may all constantly pour to them our Love, Adoration and Gratitude, for Their Immeasurable and Eternal Gifts of Freedom, Healing and Illumination; and for being the Open Door thru which Their Help comes to us instantly and without limit.

Our Beloved Frederick Landwehr has made the arrangements and we call Eternal Love, Gratitude, Protection and Blessings to enfold him forever.

May these songs be sung by everyone who seeks Freedom from the distress of the outer world; and thru this music and Love receive Their Freedom and release.

No greater privilege could be given anyone than to be the channel thru which these songs could come, and our hearts sing with Eternal Love, Gratitude and Praise for this opportunity and Blessing.

DONALD RAY KING
LOTUS RAY KING
OUR NEW MUSIC

T is our great privilege and joy to announce the release of a folder of three new songs by the Messenger, Lotus Ray King.

They are:

"I AM" Here
Angels of Saint Germain
Freedom's Triumph

They are all dedicated in Eternal Love and Gratitude to the "Mighty I AM Presence" and our Beloved Saint Germain, with the intense call that we be made and kept forever worthy of the Light and Love He has given us all in this Mighty "I AM" Activity; and for the privilege of carrying and protecting that Light until all mankind are ascended and Free.

May there go forth thru these songs such Love, gratitude and adoration to our Beloved Saint Germain for all He means to mankind, that every human being on earth may be privileged to see Him face to face in His Visible, Tangible Ascended Master Body and Know Him as we do!

May all who sing, play or hear these songs feel His Mighty Reality, His Enfolding Presence and Love pouring out to them and bringing Eternal Freedom in the "Light of God that never fails."

These songs, both music and lyrics, are a direct answer to our intense call that thru music we may all pour to Him constantly our Love, Adoration and Gratitude for His Immeasurable and Eternal Gifts of Freedom and Illumination; and for being the Open Door for the Ascended Masters' Instruction of the "Mighty I AM Presence"—the Law of Life—to raise all into their Perfection.

Our beloved Frederick Landwehr has made the arrangements and we call Eternal Love, Gratitude and Blessings to enfold him forever.

May these songs be sung by everyone who seeks Freedom from the distress of the outer world, and thru this music and Love receive their Freedom and release.

No greater privilege could be given anyone than to be the channel thru which these songs could come, and our hearts sing with Eternal Love, Gratitude and Praise for this opportunity and Blessing.

LOTUS RAY KING
DONALD RAY KING

PROPERTY OF SAINT GERMAIN PRESS, INC.
RELEASE OF NEW BOOK

It is our great privilege and joy to announce the release of another Book of the SAINT GERMAIN SERIES — Volume VIII entitled — "I AM" DISCOURSES by the Great Divine Director.

This book contains twenty-five Discourses dictated by the Great Divine Director at different periods and places, and is a powerful focus thru which He can pour to the students and all mankind when their attention is upon him thru reading this book.

This book is bound in green cloth to match the rest of the SAINT GERMAIN SERIES and may be purchased at the Saint Germain Press, P.O. Box 1133, Chicago, or the Western Branch, P.O. Box 428, Los Angeles, Calif.

Price each $3.00 Postpaid $3.25
• PROTECTION •

• OF OUR COPYRIGHTS •

We hereby notify all readers and individuals everywhere, that everything in the books of the SAINT GERMAIN SERIES, the VOICE OF THE "I AM," OUR PUBLIC LECTURES, AFFIRMATIONS AND INSTRUCTIONS GIVEN TO GROUP LEADERS is covered by our copyrights with all rights reserved, including foreign translations.

This means, we will not allow this instruction and Information to be deleted, distorted, adulterated or diluted for any purpose whatsoever and we shall protect them fully.

We are determined that this GIFT OF LIGHT, TRUTH AND FREEDOM from the Ascended Masters to mankind SHALL BE PROTECTED and kept PURE, TRUE AND UNCHANGED—FOREVER—that mankind may receive its Eternal Freedom and the greatest possible Blessing.

We shall use our Full Power and our Full Right to maintain COMPLETE PROTECTION AT ALL TIMES.

SAINT GERMAIN PRESS, INC.,

and

MR. AND MRS. G. W. BALLARD
SEND ALL SUBSCRIPTIONS AND ORDERS TO
SAINT GERMAIN PRESS, INC.
Chicago, Illinois

· PUBLISHER'S ANNOUNCEMENT ·

Subscription prices for the year 1942 remain the same as they were in 1941—

In the United States of America $3.50; in other countries $4.00.

All back issues may be secured at any time either by single copies at 35c each (40c in Canada and foreign countries) or in attractive bound volumes containing one year's issues, priced at $5.45.

All subscriptions start with March, 1942.

Your change of address must reach this office not later than the 10th of the month in order to assure that month's issue being sent to the new address on the regular mailing date. Your co-operation will be appreciated and our service to you assured.

Subscriptions for 1942 which were sent to the Sindelar Studios have been turned over to us; however, those sending in from this date on please send to the SAINT GERMAIN PRESS, Inc., Chicago, Illinois.

Thank you!

SAINT GERMAIN PRESS, INC., Publisher
UNVEILED MYSTERIES, Volume I
By Godfré Ray King
Containing the first group of the author's experiences.
Price $2.50, Postpaid $2.75

THE MAGIC PRESENCE, Volume II
By Godfré Ray King
Containing the second group of the author's experiences.
Price $2.75, Postpaid $3.00

THE "I AM" DISCOURSES,
Volume III
By the Ascended Master Saint Germain and Other Ascended Masters
Containing thirty-three Discourses, explaining the Ascended Masters' application of the "I AM," with three color plates.
Price $2.75, Postpaid $3.00

THE "I AM" ADORATIONS, AFFIRMATIONS AND DECREES,
Volume V—Parts 1 and 2
By Chanera
A selection of powerful Adorations, Affirmations and Decrees of the "Mighty I AM Presence."
Price $1.75, Postpaid $2.00

ASCENDED MASTER DISCOURSES,
Volume VI
By Various Ascended Masters
Containing twenty Discourses dictated before hundreds of students, with three color plates.
Price $2.75, Postpaid $3.00

ASCENDED MASTER LIGHT,
Volume VII
By Various Ascended Masters and Cosmic Beings
Containing twenty-six Discourses, dictated before hundreds of students, with three color plates.
Price $3.00, Postpaid $3.25

THE "I AM" DISCOURSES,
Volume VIII
By the Great Divine Director
Containing twenty-five Discourses dictated by the Great Divine Director, before hundreds of students, with two color plates.
Price $3.00, Postpaid $3.25

"I AM" ADORATIONS AND AFFIRMATIONS
By Chanera
Vest Pocket Edition of powerful Adorations and Affirmations.
Price $1.00, Postpaid $1.20

SPECIAL "I AM" DECREES AND BINDERS
LOOSE-LEAF BINDER in heavy green cloth, stamped to match the Saint Germain Series. For Special "I AM" Loose-leaf Decrees and Songs. These Decrees and Songs are printed on fillers punched to fit Binder, which hold about 150 leaves (300 pages).
Price Binder $1.25, Postpaid $1.40
Decrees and Songs ½c per leaf (2 pages), postage extra

TRANSLATIONS
"UNVEILED MYSTERIES"—In Two Volumes
"THE MAGIC PRESENCE"—In Three Volumes
"THE 'I AM' DISCOURSES"—In Two Volumes
"ASCENDED MASTER DISCOURSES"—In Two Volumes

Property of Saint Germain Press, Inc.
CHART OF THE MAGIC PRESENCE
A beautifully lithographed color chart, suitable for framing and contemplation.
Size 5½ x 8¼. Price 25c, Postpaid 30c
Size 12 x 21. Price $ 1.00, Postpaid $1.20
On Heavy Linen, Size 30 x 52. Price $12.00, Prepaid

CHARTS AND FLAMES IN ACTION
Above Charts mechanically animated
Size 12 x 21. Price $ 60.00
Size 30 x 52. Price $225.00
Violet Flame mechanically animated
Size 12 x 21. Price $ 55.00
Size 30 x 52. Price $200.00
Shipping charges extra

PICTURE OF THE ASCENDED MASTER, JESUS
PICTURE OF THE ASCENDED MASTER, SAINT GERMAIN
Hand colored steel engravings of etchings by Charles Sindelar.
Size 12 x 16. Price each $2.00, Postpaid $2.25

PICTURE OF OUR BELOVED MESSENGER, GUY W. BALLARD
Actual photographic reproduction in Goldtone.
Size 8 x 10. Price each $ 2.50, Postpaid $2.85
Size 11 x 14. Price each $ 3.50, Postpaid $4.00
Size 15 x 19½. Price each $10.00, Express collect
Size 30 x 40. Price each $25.00, Express collect
Profile
Size 15 x 19. Price each $10.00, Express collect

MUSIC OF THE SPHERES
LIGHT OF MY HEART
LOTUS MY LOVE
OH WORLD VICTORIOUS
RAINBOW RAYS
VOICE OF THE PRESENCE
ROSE OF LIGHT
SON OF LIGHT
CALL TO LIGHT
SILENT SENTINEL
"I AM" COME
NADA OUR LOVE
AMERICA OUR OWN BELOVED LAND
GODDESS OF PURITY
MIGHTY VICTORY
LETO, BLESSED LETO
GREAT DIVINE DIRECTOR
SONG OF THE VIOLET FLAME
GODFRE OUR LOVED ONE ASCENDED
"I AM" HERE

A Group of Songs—Music and Lyrics by Godfré Ray King and Lotus Ray King.
These songs are especially charged with powerful healing activity. Beautifully lithographed covers in colors, especially designed for each piece of music.
Price each $1.00
Postpaid $1.15

Property of Saint Germain Press, Inc.
Except—"Song of the Violet Flame" which contains four (4) color plates and sells for $1.25. Postpaid, $1.40
The four color plates in the "Song of the Violet Flame" may also be purchased singly (without music.) Price each $.50, Postpaid, $ .60

"CRYSTAL CUPS"
Small size—for individual use—each.................................................................$7.00
Packing and shipping charges, .60
Large size—for Reading Rooms, Sanctuaries, and family use. Individuals may have these if they so desire—each....................................— ..............................$25.00
Packing and shipping charges, 1.25
These "Crystal Cups" are not sold thru Reading Rooms or Group Leaders. Each "Cup" is blessed personally by Mrs. G. W. Ballard and is then shipped direct to each individual. No discounts are allowed.

DECREE BOOKLETS
Small Booklets containing Decrees compiled on different subjects for individual or Study Group use. Marvelous results are being made manifest in building a momentum thru constant use of these Booklets:
1. OPULENCE AND SUPPLY
2. VIOLET FLAME AND HEALING
3. "I AM" AMERICA'S FREEDOM
4. "I AM" LIGHT DECREES
(Price each 30c, plus postage—except No. 1—Opulence and Supply. Present stock on hand will be sold for 20c each, plus postage.)
5. PURPOSE OF THE ASCENDED MASTERS "I AM" ACTIVITIES
(Small booklet giving short resume of the Ascended Masters' "I AM" Activity.) Price each—15c, plus postage
6. OUR MESSENGER'S "I AM" SPEAKS
Price, 30c, plus postage

PLAYBACKS
An Originally designed Record Playback with portable case, suitable for "I AM" Study Groups or individual use. Plays either 33 1/3 RPM Records or regular phonograph records. Public Address System and other equipment can be furnished. Full details furnished upon request, including price.

PLAYBACK RECORDS
33 1/3 RPM Blue Transparent Records, containing a 30 minute talk on the Law of Life and Its Application released weekly to "I AM" Students and owners of Playbacks. Full particulars furnished upon request.

"THE VOICE OF THE 'I AM' 
Monthly Magazine containing articles explaining the Law of Life; also Discourses by the Ascended Masters and other important subjects. Back numbers available beginning February, 1936. Yearly subscriptions begin with March, 1942. Price single copy 35c, Yearly Subscription $3.50; Foreign countries $4.00.
VICTROLA AND PHONOGRAPH RECORDS

200-A—LIGHT OF MY HEART .......... (Instrumental) / Lotus Ray King, Harpist
200-B—ROSE OF LIGHT

201-A—LOTUS MY LOVE .......... (Instrumental) / Frederick Landwehr, Novachord
201-B—VOICE OF THE PRESENCE

202-A—SON OF LIGHT................ (Instrumental) / Frederick Landwehr, Novachord
202-B—CALL TO LIGHT

203-A—RAINBOW RAYS ............ (Instrumental) / Frederick Landwehr, Novachord
203-B—OH WORLD VICTORIOUS

1001-A—RAINBOW RAYS .... (Instrumental) / Donald Ray King
1001-B—DEDICATION

RR-1201—Invocation .............. Mr. and Mrs. Ballard and Donald
RR-1202—CONTEMPLATION (Silent Night) Harp .... Mrs. Ballard
RR-1203—BENEDICTION .......... Mrs. Ballard and Donald
RR-1247—CONTEMPLATION (Nearer My God to Thee) Harp .... Mrs. Ballard

3300-A—INVOCATION No. 1 (Shrine Class) . Mr. G. W. Ballard
3300-B—INVOCATION No. 2 (Shrine Class) . Mr. G. W. Ballard

3301-A—BENEDICTION (Shrine Class) .... Mr. G. W. Ballard
3301-B—BENEDICTION (Shrine Class) .... Mr. G. W. Ballard

3302-A—INVOCATION (Shrine Class) .... Mr. G. W. Ballard
3302-B—THERE IS NO DEATH (Shrine Class) .... Mr. G. W. Ballard

3303-A—Beginning of "I AM" Dictations (Shrine Class) .... Mr. G. W. Ballard
3303-B—Beginning of "I AM" Dictations (Shrine Class) .... Mr. G. W. Ballard

3303-C—Beginning of "I AM" Dictations (Shrine Class) .... Mr. G. W. Ballard
3303-D—Beginning of "I AM" Dictations (Shrine Class) .... Mr. G. W. Ballard

3303-E—Beginning of "I AM" Dictations (Shrine Class) .... Mr. G. W. Ballard
3303-F—Beginning of "I AM" Dictations (Shrine Class) .... Mr. G. W. Ballard

(The 3303 Series comprise one afternoon's talk by Mr. G. W. Ballard and should be sold in a set)

Property of Saint Germain Press, Inc.
• THE •
• SAINT GERMAIN •
• SERIES •

{ 3304-A—INVOCATION and EXPLANATION of the Chart .Mr. G. W. Ballard
{ 3304-B—INVOCATION and EXPLANATION of the Chart .Mr. G. W. Ballard

{ 3304-C—INVOCATION and EXPLANATION of the Chart .Mr. G. W. Ballard
{ 3304-D—INVOCATION and EXPLANATION of the Chart .Mr. G. W. Ballard

{ 3305-A—THIS TRUTH, LOVE AND HARMONY .Mr. G. W. Ballard
{ 3305-B—THIS TRUTH, LOVE AND HARMONY .Mr. G. W. Ballard

{ 3306-A—TRUE UNDERSTANDING OF DIVINE LOVE .Mr. G. W. Ballard
{ 3306-B—TRUE UNDERSTANDING OF DIVINE LOVE .Mr. G. W. Ballard

{ 3307-A—CALLING THE PRESENCE .Mr. G. W. Ballard
{ 3307-B—CALLING THE PRESENCE .Mr. G. W. Ballard

{ 3308-A—HELPING ALL MANKIND .Mr. G. W. Ballard
{ 3308-B—HELPING ALL MANKIND .Mr. G. W. Ballard

{ 3309-A—INVOCATION (Shrine Class) .Mr. G. W. Ballard
{ 3309-B—BENEDICTION (Shrine Class) .Mr. G. W. Ballard

{ 3310-A—Excerpts from Victory's Dictation, July, 1938 .Mr. G. W. Ballard
{ 3310-B—Excerpts from Victory's Dictation, July, 1938 .Mr. G. W. Ballard

{ 3310-C—Excerpts from Victory's Dictation, July, 1938 .Mr. G. W. Ballard
{ 3310-D—Excerpts from Victory's Dictation, July, 1938 .Mr. G. W. Ballard

{ 3310-E—Excerpts from Victory's Dictation, July, 1938 .Mr. G. W. Ballard
{ 3310-F—Excerpts from Victory's Dictation, July, 1938 .Mr. G. W. Ballard

{ 3310-G—Excerpts from Victory's Dictation, July, 1938 .Mr. G. W. Ballard
{ 3310-H—Excerpts from Victory's Dictation, July, 1938 .Mr. G. W. Ballard

{ 3310-I—Excerpts from Victory's Dictation, July, 1938 .Mr. G. W. Ballard

{ 3310 J—Adoration to Mighty Victory .Mr. G. W. Ballard
{ 3310 K—Benediction .Mr. G. W. Ballard

{ N-100-A—Song of the Violet Flame .Lotus Ray King, Harp
{ N-100-B—Lotus My Love .Frederick Landwehr, Shrine Organ

{ N-101-A—Goddess of Purity .Lotus Ray King, Harp
{ N-101-B—Silent Sentinel .Frederick Landwehr, Shrine Organ

{ N-102-A—“I AM” Decrees—Part I .September 1941 Shrine Class
{ N-102-B—“I AM” Decrees—Part II .September 1941 Shrine Class

{ N-103-A—Mighty Victory (12” Record) .Song Shrine Audience
{ N-103-B—Great Divine Director .Song Shrine Audience

Property of Saint Germain Press, Inc.
THE SAINT GERMAIN SERIES

N-104-A—Song of the Violet Flame (12" Record) ..................................... Song Shrine Audience
N-104-B—Call to Light .................................................................................. Song Shrine Audience

The above records are suitable for individual contemplation or use in “I AM” Study Groups.

(All records are now shipped direct from the Western Branch of the Saint Germain Press, Inc., P.O. Box 428, Los Angeles, Calif.)

Price each (double faced)—Blue transparent material...................................... $3.15

Shipping Charges Extra

MUSICAL PLAYBACK RECORDS

(16” Record for Playback only)

No. 65
1—Goddess of Purity........ (Instrumental) ....................................................... Lotus Ray King, Harpist
2—Leto, Blessed Leto ...................................................................................... Frederick Landwehr, Shrine Organ

No. 66—“I AM” Come.......... (Instrumental) .................................................... Lotus Ray King, Harpist
.............................................................................................................. Frederick Landwehr, Shrine Organ

Note: This Musical Playback No. 65 contains two selections on one side and one on No. 66, the opposite side; therefore, Nos. 65 and 66 is one double-faced record.

Price Musical Playback Record $5.25 each

Shipping charges extra

All Records obtainable only at Western Branch of the Saint Germain Press, Inc.
P. O. Box 428, Los Angeles, Calif.
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